INTRODUCTION
ALTHOUGH the importance of genotype-environmental interactions has long been recognised, it is only in the last decade that it has been possible to describe and predict this component of an individual's phenotype. This success followed the recognition that the phenotypic character under study itself provides a quantitative assessment of an environment (Yates and Cochran, 1938) , and the finding that phenotype was often linearly related to such environmental values (Finlay and Wilkinson, 1963; Perkins and Jinks, 1968) . The various regression approaches that have been used have been described and compared in a previous paper (Fripp and Caten, 1971) .
Inmost previous studies (e.g. Finlay and Wilkinson, 1963; Eberhart and Russell, 1966; Perkins and Jinks, 1968; Breese, 1969) the environmental values used were the mean yield in each environment of the particular set of genotypes under investigation, calculated from the actual data being analysed for its genotype-environmental interactions. This use as independent variable of values which are not independent of the phenotypic variable regressed on to them, has been criticised by Freeman and Perkins (1971) . The regression technique can still be used to study genotypeenvironmental interactions provided the environmental values used are independent of the data being analysed. Freeman and Perkins (1971) list and discuss a number of ways in which independent environmental values might be obtained and describe a biometrical-genetical model and a regression analysis (approach 3 in Fripp and Caten, 1971) appropriate to such values. The many possible methods of assessing the environments may be grouped into four major categories:
(1) division of the replicates available into two groups using one group to measure the genotype-environmental interactions and the second group to assess the environments (i.e. the trial and the assessment genotypes are replicates of the same material); (2) inclusion of an assessment set of genotypes which are closely related to the trial genotypes; (3) inclusion of a single, or a limited number of assessment genotypes; (4) use of physical measures. Only (4), the use of physical measures, does not necessitate the growing of individuals solely to provide data to assess the environments. It is not often possible, however, to use physical measures since the exact nature of the environmental variables is rarely known. Furthermore their use becomes difficult, firstly when the environment is varying for more than one factor and secondly when the scale of measurement appropriate to the biological effects of the varying factor(s) is unknown. The first of these two difficulties may be overcome by the use of multivariate regression analysis (Hardwick, personal communication) .
Of the biological assessments (categories (1), (2) and (3) above) the environmental values given by (1) should correspond most closely to the average response of the trial individuals. Replication, however, involves a considerable increase in the size of the experiment. The same disadvantage applies to category (2), with the added possibility that the assessment genotypes may not respond in the same way as the trial genotypes.
In most practical situations where size of the experiment is often a limiting factor, the third category would be preferred provided satisfactory interpretation of the data being examined was assured. As an example of this category, Freeman and Perkins (1971) suggest the use of parental genotypes to assess the environments in studies involving either crosses between inbred lines or collections of inbred lines derived from such crosses. Previous results confirm the suitability of parental genotypes and in addition show that a single assessment genotype may be satisfactory (e.g. Bucio-Alanis and Hill, 1966; Bucio-Alanis, Perkins and Jinks, 1969; Fripp and Caten, 1971) . It is not known, however, how precise the environmental assessments must be in practice to achieve useful predictions.
Unless different methods of assessing the environment give rise to precisely the same environmental values they will lead to different estimates of the linear (nj) and non-linear (S,/(s -2)) sensitivities of a genotype (see Fripp and Caten, 1971 , for description of these measures of sensitivity). Such changes may affect the reliability of predictions made, and will have particularly serious consequences if they change the relative magnitudes of the sensitivity statistics of the genotypes under test.
In the present paper assessment methods from each of the four categories listed above are applied to single sets of experimental data, and the results obtained with each method are compared with those obtained from the use of non-independent environmental values. The latter was chosen as the standard for comparison because it can be followed for every set of data and has until now been the standard practice. The comparisons made should thus help to clarify the reliability of these previous studies where only non-independent environmental values have been used.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The quantitative character considered is dikaryotic growth rate of the fungus Schizoph11um commune. The use of this character for studies of environmental and genotype-environmental variation has been discussed previously by Fripp and Caten (1971) . The present data are from two experiments referred to as experiments 1 and 3. Experiment 1 has been described in detail elsewhere (Fripp and Caten, 1971) . For the present purposes only the data for environments 1-2 and 5-10 of this experiment have been used.
In experiment 3 ten trial dikaryons and two assessment dikaryons were grown in each of ten environments and their linear growth over 8 days measured. The trial dikaryons consisted of parents selected for low and high growth rates (i.e. 3-6L and 3-6H) and eight of the "F2" progeny of F1 122. These eight "F2" dikarons were selected for their low non-linear sensitivities and range of linear sensitivities in experiments 1 and 2 of Fripp In the subsequent text, the term GE-analysis denotes the complete set of analyses (i.e. joint regression analysis plus the individual regression analyses) carried out using a particular set of independent (zj) or nonindependent (1) environmental values. The data whose phenotypic variation is being analysed are referred to as the trial data while those used solely to derive environmental values are referred to as assessment data. Following Freeman and Perkins (1971) b denotes the regression coefficient of the ith genotype, that is b denotes an estimate of a genotype's linear sensitivity, fi.
ANALYSIS
The data analysed for their genotype-environmental interactions are the mean growth rates over replicates of each dikaryon in each environment. The error items derived from the differences between replicates and used in the tests of significance have been adjusted accordingly.
Six different methods of assessing the environments are used in the present paper. Details of these and the symbols used subsequently to identify them are as follows:
A. Use of the actual data being analysed. B. Replication of the trial genotypes. C. Use of an assessment set of genotypes derived from the same population, that is a genetic replicate.
D. Use of a single assessment genotype closely related to the trial genotypes. E. Use of a single assessment genotype not related to the trial genotype but with a similar selection history. F. Use of a physical measure. These involve therefore the use of a non-independent biological assessment (A), one example of each of the independent assessment categories (1), (2) and (4) (B, C and F respectively), and two examples of category (3) (D and E). Methods D and E differ in the genetic relation between the single assessment genotype and the trial genotypes. A to F are arranged in order of decreasing relationship between the trial data and the assessment data.
All six were not possible with any one set of data. The combinations of assessment method and source of data considered are given in table 2, both the experiment providing the data and the method of assessing the environments, and are used throughout to refer to the individual analyses.
The GE-analysis of Freeman and Perkins (1971) was used for all GE-analyses involving independent environmental values. Where nonindependent values were used the approach of Finlay and Wilkinson (1963) was followed. For a discussion of these two approaches see Fripp and Caten (1971) . The statistics listed below are used to compare the assessments.
(i) 1E = the correlation value between 'j and j.
(ii) b-the combined regression coefficient which is, in fact, the coefficient for the regression of j on to .
(iii) t,-t value testing whether b differs from unity.
(iv) 1 %-the linear proportion (see Fripp and Caten, 1971 , for definition and calculation). (v) r-the ratio of the regression sum of squares of the ith genotype to the total of its regression and deviations from regression sums of squares. Since this total is fixed for a single set of data, this ratio is a convenient means of assessing the degree of linearity obtained. (viii) r8-Spearman rank correlation coefficient between the corresponding bj's from two GE-analyses (see Snedecor and Cochran, 1967) . To allow the changes occurring with change in method of assessing the environments to be compared with those occurring in repeats of the same experiment (i.e. with those attributable to random variation), the data from the assessment replicates of the trial dikaryons in experiment 3 were regressed on to their own values. The results of this GE-analysis are included under the analysis code number 3'A.
RESULTS
The complete joint regression analysis of Freeman and Perkins (1971) is given only in table 3. In all subsequent tables the between genotypes item is omitted. In addition the various items in these subsequent analyses are denoted solely by the numbers assigned to them in table 3. The levels The results are presented in two sections. In the first the various biological methods of assessing the environment are considered, while in the second physical assessments are compared with the most satisfactory of the biological assessments.
I. Comparison of various biological environmental values
To simplify the discussion only the results for experiment 3 will be considered in detail although those for experiment 1 are included in certain tables. The experiment 1 results will be referred to: (i) to support any generalisations, (ii) where a comparable analysis is not possible for experiment 3; and (iii) where the conclusions differ from those of experiment 3. The joint regression analyses for experiments 1 and 3 are given in tables 3 and 4 respectively and the statistics relating to these analyses in table 5. t See text for details of variance ratio tests.
Significance levels: ff P = 0-05.
* P = 001-0-05.
In analysis 3A all items are greater (P <0005) than the error mean square and the heterogeneity of regressions item is greater than its residual. The conclusions of importance for the present study are therefore: (i) that the regressions of individual genotypes are heterogeneous; (ii) that this heterogeneity accounts for a major part of the genotype-environmental variation; and (iii) that deviations from linear regression are also an important source of genotype-environmental interaction. Analyses 3B, 3D and 3E involve independent environmental values and the between environments as well as the genotypes x environments variation has been partitioned. In all three analyses a large part of the between environments sum of squares is accounted for by the combined regression item. The amount of variation in that is linearly related to the zj values does, however, decrease as the assessment genotypes become less closely related to the trial genotypes. This is illustrated by both the decrease in r0 (table 5) and the increase in item 3 (tables 3 and 4) across the analyses. In fact, item 3 is barely significant in analysis 3B but highly significant in 3D.
Applying the criteria of Freeman and Perkins (1971) and testing if = 00 and fi = 10, none of the sets of zj values provide adequate estimates of 'j. Significance level: ** P = 0005-001.
When items 4 and 5 are examined, it is obvious that the use of independent environmental values has had virtually no effect on the overall interpretation of the genotype-environmental interactions in these data and the conclusions from analyses 3B, 3D and 3E are as given for 3A. In fact the mean squares and hence the linear proportions (1 % in table 5) for the four analyses are very similar. The homogeneity of 1 % is even more striking in experiment 1. Comparison of 3A with its replicate 3'A indicates that differences comparable to those between the assessment methods may occur between repeats of the same experiment. The joint regression analyses indicate that in the present data the use of different sets of environmental values has had little effect on how much on average of the genotype-environmental variation is explained by heterogeneity of the regressions of individual dikaryons. Despite this overall similarity, it is possible that there might be changes in the behaviour of individual genotypes which will only become apparent when the regressions for single dikaryons are considered.
The r values are given for each dikaryon and each GE-analysis in table 6. In general r decreases as the assessment genotypes become less TABLE 6 Magnitude of r in the individual regression analyses in experiment 3. 3A, 3B, 3C and 3D involve the trial data and 3'A the assessment data 2 closely related to the trial genotypes, but it is clear that the method of assessing the environments has little effect compared with either the differences between the dikaryons themselves or the differences between two independent sets of data involving the same genotypes and environments (compare 3A and 3'A) . Since a large part of the variation of most dikaryons is accounted for by a linear regression examination of their linear sensitivity is warranted.
(c) Individual regression analyses-linear sensitivity
The magnitude and ranking of the bj's in each of the GE-analyses of the trial data in experiment 3 are given in table 7. It is apparent that although TABLE 7 Magnitude and ranking of be for the 10 dikaryons in experiment 3. 3A, 3B, 3D and 3E involve the trial data and 3'A the assessment data changing the method of assessing the environment alters the absolute magnitudes of the b values it has very little effect on their ranking. Comparisons with the corresponding results for GE-analysis 3'A show that the alterations that occur are no greater than those in repeats of the same experiment. In fact, the lowest rank correlation (r8 = 0.867) was for GE-analyses 3A and 3'A.
(d) Individual regression analyses-non-linear sensitivity
The deviations from regression mean squares are given for experiment 3 in table 8. In general these increase as the control becomes less closely related to the trial genotypes. Most of this increase in non-linear sensitivity appears in the E residual items in the joint regression analyses but there are usually associated, but less striking changes in the G x E residual items. As the deviations from regression mean squares increase, the standard deviations of the corresponding bj's increase and any two bj values are less likely to differ significantly on a t-test. Thus although the changes in method of assessing the environments have, as shown above, little effect on the relative magnitudes of the bj's of a set of dikaryons they may affect the conclusions as to whether the bt's differ from one another and from b0. In the present sets of data the number of significant comparisons decreases as the control genotypes become less related to the trial genotypes (tables 5 and 7).
Tnii 8
Deviations from regression mean squares of the 10 dikaryons in experiment 3. 3A, 3B, 3D and 3E involve the trial data, and 3'A the assessment data Deviations from regression M.S. 
NS
Significance levels: NS P = >0•05; ** P = 0005-001; *** P = <0005.
With the exception of GE-analysis 30 conclusions as to whether these mean squares are homogeneous are independent of the method of assessment. Whether this exception reflects a true effect of method of assessment or whether it is a chance result requires further investigation.
II. Comparison of biological and physical environmental values (a) Joint regression analyses
The partitioning of the between environments sum of squares is of particular interest when physical measures are used to assess the environments. Knowledge of the specific factor(s) varying in a set of environments is not the sole difficulty determining the successful use of physical measures to assess environments. There is also the problem of choosing the scale on which to measure the physical variable. A priori, that scale which corresponds most closely to the biological scale (i.e. the response of the character under study to change in environment) might be expected to produce the most meaningful picture. The degree of correspondence between a particular physical scale and the biological scale is apparent from the partitioning of the between environments sum of squares in the joint regression analysis of Freeman and Perkins (1971) . With complete agreement between the two scales all the between environments variation is accounted for by the regression on to the physical scale (i.e. by the combined regression item). As the correspondence decreases, progressively more of the between environments S.S. will appear in the environmental residual item.
The joint regression analyses obtained when the malt (set 3.1) and temperature (set 3.2) environments in experiment 3 were considered separately and were analysed using biological and physical environmental values are given in table 10. The statistics derived from these analyses are given in table 11. From items 2 and 3 in the joint regression analyses it is obvious that when either biological or physical zj values are used most of the between environments variation is accounted for by the combined regression item. However, the relation between j and z5 is less precise for the physical measures as indicated by higher environmental residual mean squares and lower T6 values (tables 10 and 11). In fact, in the present sets of data the former are only significant when physical z5's are used. Nevertheless the re values are high and it is considered that the scales on which the physical variables are measured are satisfactory. Hence the partitioning of the genotypes x environments sum of squares and the examination of the regressions for the individual genotypes in analyses 3.1 F and 3.2 F should be meaningful.
Items 4 and 5 show that the three methods lead to remarkably similar partitioning of the genotypes x environments S.S. As found in section I there is a tendency for the heterogeneity of regressions item to decrease as the assessment data become less directly related to the trial data and the physical measures give rise to the lowest heterogeneity of regressions items and hence the lowest I % values (see table 11).
(b) Individual regression analyses When the r values for the three methods (i.e. j, biological zj and physical zj) are compared no pattern is apparent; the values for some dikaryons increase while those of others decrease with the same change in the method of assessing the environments. For most dikaryons a linear regression accounts for all or a major part of the change in phenotype with change in environment, no matter which set of environmental values is used. The values of bt and their ranking are given in table 12. It is obvious that while the absolute magnitude of b changes markedly with change from a biological to a physical method of assessment, the ranking (i.e. relative linear sensitivity) of the dikaryons is unaffected. The changes in the absolute magnitude of b simply indicate that unit increase of the physical variable does not correspond to unit increase in the biological character.
The large differences in the relative linear sensitivities of these ten dikaryons in the two sets of environments will not be considered further in the present paper.
As would be expected, the deviations from regression mean squares of the individual dikaryons show the same lack of pattern as the r values and the values for no one assessment method are consistently higher or lower than those of the other two. It is apparent that the three methods of assessing the environments (i.e.
physical, independent and non-independent biological values) give the same interpretation. That is, within each set of environments, the partitioning of the between environments and genotypes x environments sums of squares, the ranking of the b values, and the amount of variation accounted for by the regressions, are very similar for the three methods. For the sets of environments considered herein none of the three methods can unconditionally be said to be the best. In fact it seems that for certain dikaryons in certain environments the biological values are the more useful (i.e. allow more of the variation to be explained by a linear regression) while for others, the physical values are.
Discussior.
The results show that the overall interpretation of a set of data, including comparisons of the linear and non-linear sensitivities of the individual dikaryons, is remarkably little influenced by the source of the environmental values used. Indeed the magnitudes of the heterogeneity of regressions item and its residual scarcely differ from one GE-analysis to another irrespective of whether the environmental values are derived from the same source of data (1A and 3A), from a single related assessment genotype (1 D and 3D), from an unrelated assessment genotype (3E) or from physical measures (3.1 F and 3.2 F). This similarity extends to the behaviour of individual dikaryons where, although the absolute values of the bj's may change with change in the method of assessing the environment, the relative linear sensitivities of the different genotypes remain unaltered. Thus the selection of the most and least sensitive dikaryons is not influenced by the method used to assess the environments. In all GE-analyses ij and zj are highly correlated. As outlined in the introduction the criticism of Freeman and Perkins (1971) raises doubts as to the validity of previous work where non-independent environmental values have been used. The present finding that the results from the independent and non-independent environmental values agree so closely suggests that the amount of bias introduced through the use of non-independent values can be small. Thus, although not statistically valid, regressions onto j provide biologically valid information. Hence it appears that complete confidence can be placed in the conclusions drawn by geneticists and plant breeders from the earlier experiments where nonindependent values were used. Recognising, however, that independent values should be used the present results show that a single, appropriately chosen genotype can provide a satisfactory assessment of the environment. The present conclusion that the interpretation is largely independent of the method of assessing the environment might at first seem to indicate that the choice of the assessment genotypes is of minor importance in designing an experiment. However, two features of the present experiments suggest that such a generalisation is not possible. Firstly, despite the consistency of the picture obtained there is a distinct tendency for less of the genotypeenvironmental interactions to be accounted for by differences in the linear regressions, and hence for the interactions to become less predictable, as the assessment data become more distantly related to the trial data. This trend is apparent in the decreases in 1%, r, and the number of significant differences between regressions, and becomes particularly marked when the physical assessments are also considered. The existence of this trend suggests that the choice of the method of assessing the environment is not without limits and argues strongly for the assessment material to be as closely related to the trial material as possible. Secondly, the present data may not be typical of that encountered in many practical situations. Thus the additive environmental effects are large relative to the genotype-environmental interactions and hence a high correlation between jand Zj is to be expected whatever the assessment genotypes. Such a correlation need not exist where the j values are more uniform and genotype-environmental interactions are proportionally a more significant part of the response of a genotype to change in environment. Under the latter conditions the choice of the method and material with which to assess the environments is likely to be more critical.
From the above considerations it would appear that the decision as to what assessment material to use must be made separately for each experiment taking into account the aims of the experiment, the material and facilities available, and all previous information about the genotypes and environments under study. The following suggestions based on observations from the present and previous studies and the comments of Freeman and Perkins (1971) should lead to satisfactory results in most instances. I. When the ancestry of the trial genotypes is known the parental genotype(s) from which they have been derived should furnish reliable assessments of the environments. Parental genotypes may not provide adequate assessments if (i) the gene frequencies in the trial genotypes are not the same as those in the parental genotypes, and/or (ii) non-allelic interactions are present.
2. When the general pattern of behaviour is known a single assessment genotype (or a limited number of assessment genotypes) known to be similar to the trial genotypes in gene frequencies and gene action should be satisfactory.
3. If little is known about the trial genotypes replication of these genotypes or inclusion of a number of potential assessment genotypes known to differ from one another in gene frequencies and gene action would seem to be necessary if independent assessments are to be used. Where the second procedure is followed the most appropriate assessment genotype would be chosen once the data were available.
4. When the number of trial genotypes and environments is reasonably large it may be worth considering the use of non-independent environmental values. Both the present results and theoretical considerations (Hardwick, personal communication) indicate that the bias introduced through their use is small, and in many situations recognition of this error may be more realistic than attempting to provide suitable independent assessments.
Once the data have been obtained it is important to determine whether the j values used are providing an adequate assessment of the environmental changes experienced by the trial individuals. This is particularly important where the assessment genotypes are not the same as the trial genotypes. Freeman and Perkins (1971) suggest two criteria to determine this, namely that = lO and j = O•O. In most of the present GE-analyses either or Q both of these criteria fail, yet the regressions appear to be meaningful and consistent with those using j. This suggests that these test criteria of Freeman and Perkins (1971) are too rigid in practice.
Failure of these two criteria indicates that the trial and assessment material differ in gene action, gene frequencies or genotype frequencies (Freeman and Perkins, 1971) . Recognising that at least one of these differences exists, the problem becomes that of deciding whether the difference is sufficient to cause mis-interpretation of the trial data. Consideration of this problem suggests three principles which are important in determining the adequacy of a set of Zj's. Firstly need not equal j, rather it is only necessary that zj and 'j respond to the different environments in the same way. Secondly Zj is itself subject to error and some allowance should be made for the error of estimation of zj as well as that of j. Thirdly êj (and sometimes also zj) is calculated by averaging the performances of a number of genotypes, and the between genotypes as well as the within genotypes variation should be recognised as a source of difference between and cj. Three approaches to determine whether a set of zj's are adequate, based on these principles, are considered below.
The first approach is to compare the correlation between zg and (re) with that between replicate estimates of j (rrep The second approach is to carry out a two-way analysis of variance of the and 'j values and test the interaction item for significance against an error obtained by pooling the error of estimation of j and If the interaction is non-significant the z are considered adequate. In most situations, however, 'j and zj will not be derived from the same number of genotypes and replicates and the errors of 'j and zj will not be expected to be homogeneous. In this circumstance the analysis of variance is invalid.
In the present study the errors of j and z5 are expected to be homogeneous in GE-analyses IC and 3B where 'j and are derived from identical replication of the same (3B) or comparable (1C) genotypes. The analysis of variance has been carried out in these two cases (table 13). The error items in this table were obtained by summing over environments the within j and the within z5 sums of squares which both include a between genotypes and within genotypes source of variation. The interaction item is nonsignificant in both analyses indicating that any differences that exist between j and Zj are consistent over environments. Hence these two sets of zj's would be considered adequate, agreeing with the conclusion from the joint regression and individual regression analyses (see tables 7 to 9). The between assessments item is significant for GE-analysis 1C but not for 3B. This might be expected since replicates of the trial genotypes themselves were used to assess the environments in 3B whereas different (but closely related) genotypes were used in 1 C.
The third approach is to carry out a regression analysis of the êj and z5
values. The Zg are considered to be adequate if the deviations from regression mean square is non-significant. Two regressions are possible, either on to .j or on to j. Which regression is the more appropriate depends on deciding which variable should be considered as being fixed, and whether it is the error of 'j or that is the more realistic in practice for testing the adequacy of the j's. Since is the best measure available of how the environments are affecting the trial material, and since can only be expected to be as good an assessment of the environmental effect as it is as an estimate of its own expected value, the regression of zj on to 'j is considered to be the more appropriate here even though in the actual analysis of thee genotype-environmental interactions of the trial data zj has been considered as the fixed variable.
The regression analyses testing the adequacy of j are shown for the present data in table 14. The deviations from regression mean square is 
3B
SD SE significant only for GE-analysis 3E. Thus using this test it would be concluded that the z5 used were inadequate only in GE-analysis 3E agreeing with the results of the joint regression and individual regression analyses where the use of this unrelated assessment genotype gave rise to the greatest deviations from regression.
The zj error item in table 14 is obtained by summing the within zj mean squares of the individual environments and has s(np -1) degrees of freedom where there are s environments and n replicates of p assessment genotypes. Where p is greater than one this error includes between genotypes as well as between replicates variation. Thus the present regression analysis differs from that contained in the test of Freeman and Perkins (1971) in two ways. Firstly z is regressed on to and secondly the error item allows for any genetic differences as well as replicate differences present in the dependent variable. and that the interpretation of a set of data depends little on whether independent (z5) or non-independent (j) values are used. Therefore conclusions made in earlier studies where ?j has been used should be valid. 4. The criteria suggested by Freeman and Perkins (1971) to determine the adequacy of a set of z5's are shown to be too rigid in practice. It is suggested that a set of Zj's is adequate if any differences between them and the Ij's are consistent over environments. Various means of testing for this consistency are discussed.
